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Air King’s DL4 Series and D4 Series Exhaust Fans Recognized as the
Most Efficient of ENERGY STAR® 2018.
West Chester, PA – November, 2017 – Solidifying it position as a leader in energy efficiency ventilation
and indoor air quality, Air King America, LLC announced today that all eight models of the DL4 series
exhaust fans with LED light as well as all 8 models of the D4 series exhaust fans have again been
recognized as the Most Efficient of ENERGY STAR 2018.
The Most Efficient category of ENERGY STAR recognizes products that achieve the highest levels of
energy efficiency in their respected categories. In the ventilation category, fans must meet strict criteria
for the ratio of airflow (CFM) to energy usage (Watts). In addition to meeting the criteria, Air King
exceeded it and the DL4 and D4 series currently has the highest CFM/Watt ratio (most efficient) on the
market today exceeding the next closest exhaust fan by over 20%*. Air King president, Jeff Kenkelen
says, “To have the top energy efficient models on the market for the second straight year is a testament
to the hard work and dedication of everyone within the company. We are thrilled to be recognized as a
leader in energy efficient ventilation”.
Exhaust fans from Air King recognized as most efficient include:
DL4 Series: DL4S, DL4D, DL4SG, DL4DG, DL4SH, DL4DH, DL4SGH, DL4DGH.
D4 Series: D4S, D4D, D4SG, D4DG, D4SH, D4DH, D4SGH, D4DGH.
The Air King DL4 and D4 series can be used to meet local and national codes for indoor air quality
including ASHRAE 62.2, CalGREEN, LEED for Homes and more. Each model provides up to 120
CFM of ventilation power with a self-adjusting DC motor that maintains the airflow across multiple
static pressures while operating at almost silent sound levels.
Air King America, LLC is an US based manufacturer dedicated to producing high quality, energy
efficient exhaust fans and range hoods as well as commercial and industrial grade air circulators. Air
King’s corporate headquarters and main manufacturing facility are located in West Chester, PA. For
more about Air King, LLC visit www.airkinglimited.com.
* Comparison based on efficacy at high speed. Source: https://www.energystar.gov/productfinder/product/certified-ventilating-fans/results
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